Intermediate
Bulk Packaging
Solutions for
Wine, Cider
and Juice

EXPORT AND LOCAL SHIPPING
Wine, cider and juice producers are faced with logistical challenges to deliver products to global
markets as well as locally for small batch production and blending.
Intermediate bulk packaging can be used to economically ship wine, cider and juice whether it is being
transported locally, nationally or exported. Paper IBCs are a form of intermediate bulk packaging that
offer logistic and cost advantages over drums and returnable totes
The Paper IBC provides more efficient use of space in an export sea container and provides improved
insulation over drums and bottle and cage for superior protection during extreme heat or cold. Paper
IBCs can be used multiple times with new liners but also offer a more economical solution for one-way
trips. They fold for easy storage and are easily recyclable at end of life.

INTERMEDIATE STORAGE
Intermediate bulk containers (IBCs) with liners provide a cost-effective solution for intermediate storage
of juice and fruit. IBCs can be reused multiple times and unlike drums and stainless containers, the
single use liner eliminates the need to clean the container after use.
Paper IBCs with a food grade liquid liner provide an effective solution for storage of frozen juice for
later use. The Paper IBC with liquid liner is filled and then can be placed in frozen storage to stop
further fermentation. Heating pads are available to help with product thaw for later dispensing directly
from the IBC.

Intermediate Bulk Packaging Solutions for Wine, Cider and Juice

PAPER IBC WITH FORM FIT LIQUID LINERS
The Paper IBC container is a dependable, economical and environmentally responsible alternative to
drums, bottle-in-cage and other “heavy footprint” types of intermediate bulk containers. Paired with a
food grade liquid liner, the IBC provides bulk storage and shipping for wine, cider and juices.

PAPER IBC SPECIFICATIONS
CAPACITY

DESCRIPTION

PART #

DIMENSIONS (IN)

265 GAL / 1,000 L

Square Box

451022

43”X 43”X40”

275 GAL / 1,041 L

Square Box

451006

43”X43”X41.5”

275 GAL / 1,041 L

Rectangular Box

451007

39”X47”X42”

WALL THICKNESS

9 PLY CORRUGATED, 1.75” THICK

PAPER IBC LID SPECIFICATIONS
DESCRIPTION
Square Box Lid
Square Box Lid

PART #

BOX COMPATIBILITY

451004

SQUARE BOXES 451022 & 451006

451008

RECTANGULAR BOX 451007

MKT-0214 Rev A

GUARDIAN CASSETTED FORM-FIT LINER SPECIFICATIONS
CAPACITY

DIMENSIONS

265 GAL / 1,000 L

41” X 41” X 42”

275 GAL/ 1,041 L

44” X 44” X 44”

ATTACHMENTS

ACCESSORIES

2” BSP threaded fill fitment with
Heating pad,
protective cap and 2” BSP threaded
dispense fitment with crown cutter, fill bridge, ball valve
protective cap and locking ring.
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